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Recommendation Starting November 9

The Administration is recommending that starting November 9, 2020, WTHS 

provide a hybrid learning plan which provides for abbreviated in-person 

instruction for students. This approach will allow to safely begin to bring all 

students on campus two days out of  every two weeks.

Any families who wish their student continue to work remotely will be 

allowed to do so without any academic penalty, provided they fulfill their 

coursework and the guidelines of  the hybrid learning plan. 

The Administration is also recommending that we continue with the hybrid 

learning plan through the 2020-2021 school year until such time as we can 

safety return more students to in-person learning on campus.

Dr. Ahlgrim may also enact fully remote learning for safety reasons if  

necessary as determined in consult with the Lake County Health 

Department. 
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How did we get here?

 In mid-March 2020, the Governor enacted a stay at home order which 

forced Illinois school districts to finish the 2019-20 school year 

remotely, and a number of  academic considerations were made to 

students to end the school year, and remote instruction needed 

improvement. 

 Throughout the summer, WTHS made an effort to review and enhance 

our “Remote Learning Plan” (as some degree of  remote instruction 

was certainly likely this year) through schedules, logistics and 

professional development.

 Also during the summer, a number of  critical reasons kept WTHS 

focused on trying to provide for some in-person learning this fall. 

These reasons include but are not limited to the mental health 

challenges that many students are facing when not in school, an 

awareness that at-risk students may not be nearly as likely to have 

success in a fully remote setting, and longer the separation from 

school, the more difficult it may be to return for students and staff.
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 This summer WTHS developed “Blended Learning” plans which 

provided for an alpha split to allow for percentages of  students in, 

increasing our capacity to manage the new enhanced health 

requirements, and allow for some students to come in more frequently 

than others.

 On July 21, WTHS made a decision to start our school year with our 

remote learning plan through October 2 due to yet to be received 

guidance from the Lake County Health Department on illness 

management processes.

 LCHD guidance in the form of  the LCHD school toolkit was available 

August 4, 2020.  We have used this LCHD guidance and the COVID 

metric data to help us in our potential school status decisions.

 On September 16, we made a decision to continue to use remote with 

small groups approach through November 6 due to ongoing 

challenges with the LCHD illness management issues regarding single 

symptom presumed positivity, and classroom closure and relocations.
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 Since September 16, we made improvements to the protocol and 

expectations of  our fully remote learning plan to increase the rigor, 

engagement and accountability by our students. These improvements 

went into effect on October 5.

 Since September 16, we have also started to bring back smaller 

classrooms of  students to in-person learning.

 The administration committed to bring alternative schedules and plans 

to the Board for consideration. The staff  has worked to develop a new 

“Hybrid Learning Plan” to account for some of  the LCHD guidance 

challenges to allow for students to safely return for some in-person 

instruction.

 We have continued to provide for learning plans that allow for easy 

transitions for individual students, and the school at large to navigate 

any necessary changes over time. Families can opt to be fully remote, 

with some consideration for the success level of  students in doing so.
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Daily Schedule
● 2 morning remote periods

○ O’Plaine:  8:25 - 10:10
○ Almond:  7:25 - 9:10

● Lunch on your own and transportation for some students
● 4 periods in a hybrid setting

○ In-Person and Online
○ O’Plaine:  11:40 - 3:15
○ Almond:  10:40 - 2:15

● Wednesday’s will do fully remote and remain on the same late start schedule
● Students attend in person at least 2 times on consecutive days every 2 weeks. This accounts 

for one day of full classes in person every two weeks

Hybrid Model Instructional Plan and Procedures
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Hybrid Model Instructional Plan and Procedures



Hybrid Model Instructional Plan and Procedures
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Instruction Will Look Different

● 75-80% of students will be remote each day

● Classrooms will be socially distant

● Similar Instructional Strategies to Remote Learning

● Instructors will utilize Concurrent Instruction

○ Teaching Remote and In-Person students simultaneously

● Concurrent Instruction does not mean the same experience

○ Variety of strategies used

○ Students may work synchronously or self-paced during a lesson

○ Supporting all learners



Serving Struggling Students

● Many WTHS students have done fine in Remote Learning

● Students who have struggled academically will need additional support

● Hybrid Model allows for struggling students to be on campus more frequently

○ Additional academic support

○ Attend class in-person more frequently, if needed

○ Additional SEL support

Hybrid Model Instructional Plan and Procedures
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Hybrid Model Instructional Plan and Procedures
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Preparing Our Staff

● October 19 Institute Day

○ WTHS Staff and Regional Office of Education 

○ Student Engagement  Strategies

○ Concurrent Instruction Strategies and Models

○ Supporting Students/Building Culture in a Concurrent Classroom

○ Classroom Technology Orientation

○ Online Formative Assessment Tools

○ Canvas Best Practices

○ Teacher Self-Care

● Will continue to provide opportunities for training and collaboration



 Fully In-Person: All students in every day, safe athletics and activities 

allowed

 Blended: Blended Learning Plan with percentages of our student 

population in each day for full schedules, safe athletics and activities 

allowed

 Hybrid: Hybrid Learning Plan with abbreviated schedules for percentages 

of our student population in-person each day, generally all staff on site,  

safe athletics and activities allowed

 Remote with Small Groups: Remote Learning Plan, small groups of 

students and corresponding staff as needed in-person, safe athletics 

and activities allowed

 Fully Remote: Remote Learning Plan, no staff or students in-person, no 

athletics or activities
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Reasons to Implement a Fully Remote Plan
(generally for at least two weeks at a time) 

 Governor’s Order

 Directive from the Illinois State Board of Education

 Guidance to schools from the Lake County Health Department 

and/or Illinois Department of Public Health

 Difficulty in successfully implementing enhanced health requirements 

and/or managing potential COVID cases working with the LCHD

 Some potential difficulty for our parents if we are open and our sender 

districts are remote 

 Staffing difficulties (often heightened when many Lake County school 

districts are remote) 
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 Fully In-Person: All students in every day, safe athletics and activities 

allowed

 Blended: Blended Learning Plan with percentages of our student 

population in each day for full schedules, safe athletics and activities 

allowed

 Hybrid: Hybrid Learning Plan with abbreviated schedules for percentages 

of our student population in-person each day, generally all staff on site,  

safe athletics and activities allowed

 Remote with Small Groups: Remote Learning Plan, small groups of 

students and corresponding staff as needed in-person, safe athletics 

and activities allowed

 Fully Remote: Remote Learning Plan, no staff or students in-person, no 

athletics or activities
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Recommendation Starting November 9

The Administration is recommending that starting November 9, 2020, WTHS 

provide a hybrid learning plan which provides for abbreviated in-person 

instruction for students. This approach will allow to safely begin to bring all 

students on campus two days out of  every two weeks.

Any families who wish their student continue to work remotely will be 

allowed to do so without any academic penalty, provided they fulfill their 

coursework and the guidelines of  the hybrid learning plan. 

The Administration is also recommending that we continue with the hybrid 

learning plan through the 2020-2021 school year until such time as we can 

safety return more students to in-person learning on campus.

Dr. Ahlgrim may also enact fully remote learning for safety reasons if  

necessary as determined in consult with the Lake County Health 

Department. 
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